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Details of Visit:

Author: Dr Steve
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 11 Mar 2019 14:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Basement flat a few minutes' walk from Victoria and Pimlico tube stations. I've been here a few
times now. Clean, tidy and comfortable, but essentially like someone's bedroom. I was in the front
bedroom this time which seems a tad larger than the back one. The only mirror is a tall thin one,
okay for admiring your clothes, but not really for watching yourself and lady friend when romping on
the bed, which is one of my little kinks.

There are couple of artistically posed nude photos on the walls but none of the HoD rooms could be
remotely described as a boudoir designed to put you in the mood for erotic fun and games.

Bathroom clean and tidy, maid friendly and efficient, exactly what I've come to expect at HoD.

The Lady:

Claire has a wonderfully complicated background, with an American mother, a Korean father.
Having been born in the UK, she immediate moved off to the States and elsewhere. Her English is
naturally fluent and delivered in a pleasant American accent. She's, been globetrotting for a while
now but thankfully is paying London a visit for a while, she will move on no doubt, but I hope she
stick around here for a good long time. The pictures on the web site seem accurate and give a good
idea of Claire's figure. Her face is hidden in the photos, but I found her very pretty with a delightful
mix of oriental and western features.

Claire's profile looks to be accurate. I'd guess she is in her mid-twenties and fits the bill as a C cup
size 12 young lady of average height. No stick insect, but curves in all the right places, and not
carrying too much extra weight. My general preference is for girls who are slimmer, but I found
Claire to be physically very sexy.

And Claire's personality and attitude were very sexy too. Bright, happy, very down to earth about
herself and what she does. She can easily keep up her side of a conversation if you chat. More
important she proved very enthusiastic and skilled when she got down to business. I've heard she
offers a PSE experience, and I am very partial to PSE, but this time I went for more of a GFE which
she provided excellently.
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The Story:

The Readers Digest version (for those with a short attention span):
Delightful encounter with a very nice young lady. Claire has a sexy curvy body and knows how to
use it, and her attitude is delightfully cheery and positive. Round 1 was a bit of oral and then plenty
of sex in a number of positions ending with her riding in my lap in front of the tiny little mirror.
Awesome! Then a chat, some RO and round 2, concluding in some vigorous mish. Some massage
and a shower then a kiss and cuddle farewell.

Exactly what I was looking for, great time with a lovely lass. Highly recommend a visit.

The War and Peace version (for those who have too much time on their hands):
I booked in the morning around 10:00, and had no problem getting an appointment at 14:00. I rolled
up at the front door and was parked in the bathroom so another guest could escape without being
seen, then moved around to the front bedroom and given a glass of orange juice. I slipped out my
coat, jacket and shoes and sock, but hesitated about getting more of my kit off. As is often the case
there was the frustrating delay waiting for a few minutes before Claire arrived in the room. However,
once she did it was pretty clear I was in for a good time.

We started with a kiss and cuddle then I passed over my 'gift' in a discrete envelope and we got
down to business. I got my trousers and shirt off and then helped Claire off with her gauzy top and
bra. After a little play with her generous boobs, I slid off my boxers and tugged down her Brazilian
knicks, then at my request she took off her high heels leaving her in some fancy hold-up stockings -
just the way I like a girl dressed for sex. We moved onto the bed and after a bit more kissing with
her playing with my cock and me with her boobs, I suggested she might like to suck my cock. Claire
eagerly obliged. It took me a little longer than I would have liked to respond but once I started
swelling up it didn't take much more for me to grow to full size. I let her suck and wank on my cock
for a while.

Normally for my first pop, I go for oral to completion, since I usually don't last long if I start with sex,
but I've been feeling a bit off colour recently, so decided to try a change of tactics this time and go
for sex now. Claire found a condom and we got it rolled on. Then she rolled over onto her back, I
moved between her legs and eased my swollen knob up into her snug warm pussy. I pushed her
legs up onto my arms to pin them back then pushed deep inside her. After a few slow thrusts to
make sure she was comfortable, I upped my pace and was soon pumping away at a fairly brisk
pace, maximising my pleasure, while not getting to close to the edge. Pinned beneath me, Claire
looked as if she was enjoying herself and made suitably appreciative noises. No doubts whatsoever
that I was enjoying myself!

We carried on like this for several minutes with my trying a few variations like grabbing her ankles
and pushing her legs right back, so I had a great view of my cock pistoning in and out of her
delicious quim. But it was time to try a another position, so I asked Claire if she would roll over so I
could take her doggy style. No problem, in a few seconds I was sliding in from behind and slamming
my hips against her generous buttocks, watching them quiver deliciously as I thrust my cock deep
into her tight love tunnel. We carried on for a minute or two like this, it being as delightful as taking
her on her back, but a thought had crept into my mind that we could try something a bit different
(well different for me), and actually make use of that mirror.

We disengaged and I moved around to the foot of the bed, sitting down on it in front of the mirror,
and getting Claire to turn her back to me. Then she sat down on my cock, her legs between mine,
fed my cock back up inside her and got to work bouncing up and down on me. Reverse cow girl is a
position I don't try out nearly as often as I should do. I can't remember the last time I tried this
variation of the position, but Claire certainly knew how to do it! I let her do all the work, watching us
in the mirror while she set a pace which was just right, easing me on towards a big finish, without
rushing me.
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Then as I started babbling I was going to come, she sped up a little and a few moments with a roar
of delight I exploded balls deep in her tight little pussy. There was a squawk of alarm from the maid
outside at my bellow, making Claire giggle. She continued bouncing and wriggling her bum around
on top of me for a while longer. Then we disengaged and after a brief collapse back onto the bed on
my part, we tidied away the condom. And we moved back fully onto the bed cuddled up and had a
chat about one another, though mostly it was Claire telling my about her rather colourful life so far.

Recovered a bit from our first bout of sex, I decided it was time to start working up to a second and
after a bit of time nuzzling on her boobs, I got down onto the floor by the side of the bed so I could
bury my face in her quim. I worked away lapping at her clit and pussy for several minutes, Claire
making suitably appreciative noises, but I felt I wasn't really doing it for her, so eventually I decided
perhaps she ought to have a go on me. It took even longer to get me up the second time around.
Obviously, I was more under the weather than I thought. Eventually though with me giving myself a
vigorous wank, and Claire licking my balls, I began to swell up. As I got to full size, I let her take
over and she gave me a good sucking. It seemed time to get another condom.

We rolled this on, and a moment or two later Claire was swinging a leg over and settling down on
my swollen knob again. This was good, but girl on top is a bit of a hit or miss position for me, and it
wasn't quite working for me this time, so after a short while, I asked Claire to roll over so I could take
her on her back again. In a moment or two I had her legs pushed up high again as I pumped in and
out. Delightful!

And then I made a big mistake. I looked at the little clock by the bedside and misread it, thinking it
was nearly 15:00. It seemed I needed to finish quickly, so I upped my pace and fairly pounded the
young lady into the mattress, before coming hard. Then I looked at the clock and realised I still had
a good ten minutes left. Yes, it had been good fun and I had a good strong climax, but it would have
just been so much better to have carried on for another five minutes or so. Claire mollified me a bit
by complimenting me on managing to make it to the finish twice anyway. I rarely have a problem
doing this, but quite often she has clients who do.

We tidied up and I asked if she'd give me a little massage before I headed off for a quick shower.
After a wash I headed back into the bedroom to dress. Claire gave me a quick cuddle and a little
kiss before letting me out of the front door.

I set off back to Victoria with a big smile on my face.

Overall:
Very pleasant time with a very nice lady. Claire was wonderfully enthusiastic and skilful when
romping around on the bed, and then relaxing and comfortable to be with during the in between bits.
Couldn't ask for more. I'd recommend her highly if you plan a visit to HoD.
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